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PUBLISHER ’S PREFACE

This collection contains Solastro’s most advanced and best work in the field of lottery

prediction produced at the very end of his life bringing his life’s work to its ultimate

consummation. Solastro stated this system advanced his studies to the highest level

possible, beyond all that can be accomplished with the pieces in our earlier volume,

Solastro’s Key Lottery Forecasting Systems.

This system, initially called  The Seven Key s to Lotto Success,  but later renamed,  My

Winning Strategy for Lotto,  was made available in only 12 copies to his very closest

clients at the price of $2,000 each, back in 1993, which would be equivalent to almost

$4000 in to day’s dollars. The system itself is comprised of 7 ‘key’ rules that are used to

predict the lotto using astrological and other methodologies.

Solastro was known amongst his clients for having won 4 different lotteries back in the

1970’s and 80’s, each over $30,000, and was just a hair’s breadth away from winning the

grand pric e in one of them. A friend of the Institute, who communicated with Solastro

over 30 years, was given copies of the deposited checks for verification of these wins,

which were also shared with other clients to verify the succe ss he had with his systems.

Though many of the most famous astrologers and numerologists wrote works on Horse

Racing, only very few every experimented with lottery prediction, due to the pure

complexity of the process. In fact, the only other person we know of who forecasted and

won lotteries is the great financ ial market analyst and forecaster, W. D. Gann. In his

private Ephemeris, there are hand written notations saying, “won lottery,” and Lambert

Gann, the current holder of the Gann collection, has a collection of large notebooks full

of Gann’s lottery research, including many 100’s of pages of detailed calculations.

However, the lottery th at Gann played back in his day, in the 1950’s and before is not the

same as the lottery that we have today. In Gann’s day, one would purchase a ticket off a

role with the number printed on it, more like in current raffles, so one coul d not choose

the specific number like one would today. Generally, these were 4 digit numbers on those

tickets, so Gann’s lottery world would have more to do with finding the correct time to



purchase the ticket. This is not so with our current lottery system where the player either

selects the numbers himself, or has the computer generate a random series of numbers.

So, again, history has left us with almost no resources or references by the great masters

of astrology, numerology and prognostication on lottery forecasting. Many, like

Sepharial or Butaney, wrote about Horse Racing and financial forecasting, but to our

knowledge , nothing exists by these greats on lottery prediction, making these rare

Solastro manuscripts an almost one of a kind resource for this unexplored field.

We are fortunate to have preserved this rare system. We have included Solastro’s own

advertisement for this advanced system be fore the text to illustrate how exclusive this

system is, and how few people have ever had access to it. Included with manuscript is a

collection of hand written letters between Solastro and a client discussing topics related

to Solastro’s work.

One final poin t that Solastro made to all of his clients was regarding the importance of

donating 10% of all their winnings to charity. We strongly suggest that the reader

continue follow this very important rule, which is closely connected to achieving long

term success. This principle is based upon important Karmic elements which will best

assure cont inued success in these endeavors if followed respectfully.

For those who feel inclined to explore similar methods of forecasting events like Horse

Racing or 2 team or 2 player games, like Football or Tennis, we suggest you explore our

other Solastro volumes, as we have other excellent collections in ea ch of those fields.

Go to www.sacredscience.com for more information on Solastro’s, and for the largest

collection of works on astrology, numerology, racing, betting, lottery and financial

market forecasting. We have many more works on these subjects by the greatest authors

in the field.
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